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AN ABEL-TAUBER THEOREM FOR PARTITIONS

J. L. GELUK

Abstract. Suppose A = {X,, X2, .. . } is a given set of real numbers such that

0 < X, < X2 < ... . Let n(u) = 2^<u 1 and P(u) the number of solutions of

fl,X, + /ijXj +...<« in integers n¡ > 0. An Abel-Tauber theorem concerning

«(«) and log P(u) is proved for the case where n(tx)/n(t) -» 1 (f -» oo) for x > 0.

Introduction. Suppose A = {A,, A2, . .. } is a given set of real numbers such that

0 < A! < A2 < . . . . Let 0 = v0 < j», < . . . be the elements of the additive semi-

group generated by A. Consider the weighted partition function p(vm) defined by

the generating function

OO

II  (1 - *-*T* = C e— dP(u) := P(s),
r=\ J0

where P(u) = 2,.<up(v¡) and \pr is a given sequence with nonnegative terms. We

assume that Ar and \pr are such that the product for P(s) is (absolutely) convergent

for s > 0.

Letting n(u) = S{t;^.<„} yk we have the following theorem.

Main Theorem. Let c be a constant, 0 < c < oo. Under the above assumptions the

following two statements are equivalent.

(i) lim,^^ n(t) = c and n(tx)/n(t) -» 1 (r -> oo)/or all x > 0.

(ii) There exists a nondecreasing function a(t) on (0, oo) with lim(_,w a(t) = c such

that for all x > 0

x        (f-»oo).
I no /

log P(7) = C ^p-dt + n(x) + o(n(x)),
Jn I

If c < oo iAen

fXLLÍ!l dt -log P(x)^ log T(\ + c)       (x^oo).
-'0       t

If c = oo /Ae«

"* «(/)

•'o

wAere x, y —* oo ane/ v — x/i(jc) — xa(y). If c = oo a/u/ /Ae function n satisfies the

relation n(xn(x)) — n(x) then n(x) — a(x) and jx(n(s)/s) ds — log P(x) — n(x)

log n(x) (x -* oo).

-
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In order to prove the Main Theorem we use the Lambert transform A of « which

is defined by

»(*)-/     -rs-]-n(u)du,
Jo     e    — i

supposing the integral exists. This transform arises naturally since

log P(s) = - 2   ^(r)log(l - e-*>°) = - f    log(l - e"») </«(«) = ñ(s)
r-l J0

by integration by parts.

We use Abelian and Tauberian theorems connected with the theory of regular

variation. Earlier results in this direction were given by Kohlbecker for regularly

varying functions and by Parameswaran for slowly varying functions. Our Main

Theorem can be seen as a refinement of Parameswaran's work. The main part of

the proof is to show the equivalence of the statements (a) n is slowly varying;

(b) ñ(l/x) = log P(l/x) is an element of the class n;

(c) log(P — 1) is an element of the class IT;

(d) log P is in n.

Precise conditions are given in the lemmas.

Results.

Definition. A function /: R + —» R + is said to be slowly varying if it is

measurable and lim,^,^ f(tx)/f(t) = 1 for x > 0.

In this paper we use properties of a subclass of the slowly varying functions. This

subclass is defined as follows.

Definition. A nondecreasing function n: R + -» R + is said to belong to the

class n (notation: U() G H) if there exists an auxiliary function a: R+ —> R +

such that

lim   **»]7W-k*x   forx>0. (1)
<->oo a(t)

The function a is (of course) determined up to asymptotic equivalence. It is

possible to show that each function U(x) G TI with lim sup U(x) = oo can be

represented as

U(x)=f ±!& du + o(L(x))       (*-*«), (2)

where L is slowly varying. For a proof see [2, Theorem 3].

Conversely each function U of the form (2) satisfies (1). The functions a, L and

U are related by L(x) ~ a(x) ~ (l/x)fx t dU(t) (x -> oo).

For proofs and properties of regular variation and the class n see [1], [6], [15].

Lemma 1. Suppose 2*<JC (\/k)n(x/k) = \\ (L(t)/t) dt + o(L(x)) (x -» oo),

where L is slowly varying, bounded on finite intervals and supy,,^ L(y) = 0(L(x))

(x —* oo ). If xn(x) is nondecreasing for x > 1 then n(x) — L(x) (x —» oo) and

S\ l(n(t) - L(t))/t] dt = -yL(x) + o(L(x)) (x -» oo) where y is Euler's constant.
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Proof. We define I(x) = 2*<JC (1 /k)n(x/k); N(x) = 2A<je (ii(k)/k) (x > 0);

A(x) = n(x) + fx (n(t)/t) dt and a(x) = (l/x)jx A(t) dt for x > 1, where u is the

Möbius function.

Möbius inversion in the first formula and partial integration in the third gives

■M-i^iHf'*»k<.x

Substituting this we get

/•* I(x/u)N(u) du m r* I(x/u) s    pflb)
A « Jy U £u        k

du
k<u

n(k)   çx/k ^ x \du

k<x

n(u)

= 2    m^c)   rx/UM-i^im^

¿^      «     ^! \ku )  U       Jx     U    \U I

= r 2i=¿ ¿i, = a(x).
Jx       u

Now for A > 1 fixed, the function [/(Ax) — /(*)]/L(x) is bounded for x > 0 and

tends to log A for x -» oo. Substituting the expression for a(x) then gives

a(Xx) - a(x) _ f( I(Xx/u) - I(x/u)    L(x/u) \ N(u)r*t I(Xx/u) - I(x/u)    L(x/u) \ N(u)

)x  \ L(x/u) L(x)   J    uL(x)

<-\ I(X/u)N(xu)

S du

and the term between brackets in the first integral is bounded for u G (1, x) by

assumption.

As /j" (N(u)/u) du is absolutely convergent by a classical result of Landau (see

[9]), we get by dominated convergence [a(Xx) — a(x)]/ L(x) ->log X. Since xn(x)

= S\ t dA(t) is nondecreasing, A is nondecreasing.

This implies that A G n with auxiliary function L(x) ~ (l/x)fx t dA(t) — n(x)

by the Main Theorem in the preceding paper (Tl-Regular Variation). Since n is

slowly varying we can apply Theorem 2 in [5] to get

n(t)«*)-f dt = (y + o(l))n(x)       (x -^ oo).

Combination with /(jc) = fx (L(t)/t) dt + o(L(x)) then gives the desired result.

Remark 1. This theorem is an extension of earlier results in [5], [7], [12], [13] and

[14]. In the work of Jukes and Segal however, the condition xn(x) nondecreasing is

only needed for n(x) ~ L(x). Remark that the conditions (see [7])

(i) for some real r, xg'(x)(log x)~r is nonincreasing for x > x0, and

(ii) for some real s, xg'(x)(log xf is nondecreasing for x > xx, imply that xg'(x)

is slowly varying and so g(x) G n with auxiliary function xg'(x).

Remark 2. If L(x) ~ M(x) (x -» oo) where M(x) is nondecreasing, then the

condition sup^^ L(y) = 0(L(x)) holds.

This is trivial, since L(y)/L(x) < max(^4, (1 + e)M(x))/L(x) < c for allj> < x,

where L(x) < (1 + e)M(x) (x > x0), A = supJt<JCo L(x) and c is a constant.

This condition is sufficient to prove the Main Theorem.
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For a slowly varying function n the following result gives the relation between n

and A. For a proof see [5].

Lemma 2. Suppose n is slowly varying, n(x)/x is integrable on finite subintervals of

R +. Then ñ(l/x) G n and ñ(\/x) - ¡x n(t)/t dt = o(n(x)) (x -» oo).

A converse statement is given in the next theorem.

Lemma 3. Suppose n: R+ -» R+ and n(x)/x is integrable on (0, R) for R > 0,

n(x) is nondecreasing for x > 0 and ñ(l/x) = }* (L(u)/u) du + o(L(x)) (x —> oo),

with L slowly varying and asymptotic to a nondecreasing function. Then n(x) — L(x)

and Sx0 (n(t)/t) dt = fxx (L(u)/u) du + o(L(x)) (x -► oo).

Proof. Since ~Zm<x(l/m)n(x/m) is nondecreasing, we have ñ(l/x) G n with

auxiliary function L iff "Zk<x(l / k)n(x / k) G n with auxiliary function L (see

Corollary 1 in [5]). Morever, 2*<x (l/k)n(x/k) = ñ(l/x) - fl0(n(t)/t) dt +

yL(x) + o(L(x)). Substitution of A(1/jc) = }x (L(u)/u) du + o(L(x)) in the ex-

pression for 2*<JC (l/k)n(x/k) shows that there exists an L, ~ L such

that 2*<x (l/k)n(x/k) = fx (Lm(t)/t) dt + o(L.(x)) (x -» oo), since

lim sup ~2k<x (\/k)n(x/k) = oo. Apphcation of Lemma 1 now gives the desired

result.

Proof of the Main Theorem. Suppose n is slowly varying. Application of

Lemma 2 now gives log J™ e~u/x dP(u) = ñ(l/x) G TI with auxiliary function

n(x). To apply Theorem 1 in [2] we take P0(y) = -1 + P(y). Then Po(0 + ) = 0

and log P G n iff log P0 G TI, since log P(y) — log P0(y) -* 0 = o (auxiliary func-

tion) and the auxiliary function tends to c > 0. For c < oo we get log P G n with

auxiliary function — c. For c = oo the result is log P(y) G n with auxiliary

function ~ a(y) ~ n(x), where x, y —* oo are related by v ~ xn(x) — xa(y). For

the converse statement we replace Lemma 2 by Lemma 3. All regularity conditions

are satisfied since n and P are as mentioned in the introduction. In case c < oo we

combine ñ(l/x) ■ — Jx (n(t)/t) dt + o(n(x)) with formula (1.3) in [2]. The case

c = oo is treated similarly with (1.5) in [2]. Now suppose n(xn(x)) — n(x) (x -» oo).

Then n*(y) ~ l/n(y) (y —> oo) where n* is the conjugate function in the sense of

de Bruijn (see [3]). Since y ~ xn(x) — xa(y) we get x ~yn*(y) —y/'a(y) and so

n(x) ~ a(x). This implies that log P(t) G n with auxiliary function n(t) satisfying

n(tx) ~ n(t) for / —»• oo uniformly in x G [1, n(t)] since n is nondecreasing. Applica-

tion of Theorem 13 in [2] now gives log P(l/t) — log P(t) — n(/)log n(t) and the

final result follows since log P(\/1) = ñ(l/1) = J'0 (n(s)/s) ds + o(n(t)) (t -> oo).

This finishes the proof.

Remark 1. The function n satisfies the condition n(xn(x)) — n(x) if

^=LL - 1 = o(l/log n(/))    for / ^ oo.
n(t)

Remark 2. An application to Mahler's partition problem (see [4], [10]) where

A = {1, r, r2,. . . } and \j/r = 1 gives

lOg M
»(") =

logr
+ 1

log « / s
-r-2—        (m-»oo).
logr
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Application of the main theorem to this case gives

i      d/ \ 1       ,    2 /i   ,    /i\\l°S"- log log u
log P(M) = 2loI7 log " - (1 + o(1))-ioiT^-

Remark 3. If in the case c = oo and n(xn(x)) ~ n(x) there exists a slowly

varying function L such that L(x)/x is convex and log P(x) = Jx (L(t)/t) dt +

o(l), then we have ñ(L(t)/t) + L(t) - log P(t) - \ log 2irL(t) -> 0 (t -► oo), by

Theorem 15 in [2] (in this case L ~ n). This stronger result is not very useful

however, since log P is expressed in terms of A and not in terms of n.
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